IBM and the Holocaust: The Strategic Alliance Between Nazi Germany and America's Most Powerful Corporation
Perhaps the only argument that Edwin Black understates in IBM and the Holocaust: The Strategic Alliance Between Nazi Germany and America's Most Powerful Corporation is the one that opens the book. As he puts it, "This book will be profoundly uncomfortable to read. It was profoundly uncomfortable to write." 1 Black, a "streetwise journalist," 2 writer of techno-thrillers and author of The Transfer Agreement, a Holocaust finance investigation, has written a history so unbearably exaggerated and pompous that, for the reader, mere discomfort would be a relief. Black tells us that writing his book, "took a historic bravery and literary fearlessness that many lacked." 3 I hope simply for endurance as I tease arguments out of the hyperbole of his text. The business relationship between IBM, Dehomag and the Nazi Party began in 1933
when Dehomag took on the census project to identify German Jews. According to Black, over the course of the war, the uses for Hollerith machines grew. The machines managed the moving of European Jews from their homes into ghettoes and the subsequent transport of those Jews to concentration camps with, "timing so precise the victims were able to walk right out of the boxcar and into a waiting gas chamber." 5 The machines also managed the food allocation intended to starve the Jews, the slave labor in the camps, and the cataloging of human cargo on trains that always ran on time. 
